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This newsletter is supplied to provide you with technical data on movement for some notable 
Standard and Poor’s S&P 500 stocks.  I have added some stocks that are relevant for millennials and 
meme stocks.  This newsletter focuses on Technical Analysis (is used more in the review of short-
term investments decisions) and no Fundamental Analysis (is most often used when determining the 
quality of long-term investments).  

It has always been said that you should never try to time the Stock Market, but I am here to say you 
can do it with some level of certainty.  You can never achieve 100% certainty in any decision model, 
but I provide you with an algorithm model with color trends to help you make optimized manual buy 
and sell decisions.  The main purpose of the charts: (1) direct you to make purchases near the Price 
Curve lows see Buy Range columns “Green” and (2) sell stocks after a triple digit Year to Date (YTD) 
run up at the presence of trending color change from “Blue” to “Pink”.  

Below is a typical price curve with the color trends and rebound percentages. This graphical picture 
should help you visualize the condensed material in the charts. The data generated for stock and 
mutual funds charts are captured from the closing price on Friday’s and crypto currencies data is 
captured on Friday’s at 7 pm.   

 
The chart below is an informative combination of YTD stock movement, and color indicators to show 
how the price is trending.  A stock will trend “Green” after reaching a threshold value for Rebound 
Factor (RF) % and may trend “Green” for weeks. To minimize purchasing too early in the trending 
“Green” it is suggested to be patient and wait for the stock to rebound above dip floor before 
purchased.  
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Notice that as the price gets closer to the bottom of the dip, the YTD N color repeats being “Yellow” 
until the bottom is reached and a “White” font appears YTD N-1 to signify the Now Price is on an 
upswing. I do not tell you when to buy or sell, but you have all the information to make an informed 
choice amid an unknown future. 

The Legion Chart on the previous page should be the most informative tool an active trader has ever 
had.  The condensed format of taking stock curve price data and converting it into YTD Analysis 
should be a real breakthrough.  This process suggests making stock market decisions before the 
stock market opens and removes the need to monitor the stock market during the day.  Remember 
we are supposed to be working our 9 to 5 job while the stock market is doing its thing growing our 
investment dollars.  Yes, I am providing this useful information tool for free. Below is the explanation 
of all the columns from left to right. 

1. YTD N-2 - this is the Year to Date growth of a stock two weeks in the past. 
2. YTD N-1 - this is the Year to Date growth of a stock one week in the past. 
3. YTD N - this is the Year to Date growth of a stock right now the week of the published Newsletter. 
4. Now Price - is the now price of the stock the week of the published Newsletter. 
5. Buy Low Price - this is a fixed price above the Dip Floor Price to allow for price float and minimize 

false buy triggers.  When the Stock Price is above the Buy Low Price and below the Buy High 
Price, both cells will be “Green” to signify it is a good time to consider making a purchase. You can 
enter either Low or High Price in your brokerage account as a limit order. 

6. Buy High Price - this is a fixed price above the Dip Floor Price to allow for price float above the 
Buy Low Price.  The float provided is a default for all stocks, but the float is increased for stocks 
that have a Spike Ratio of 2.0.  When the Stock Price is above the Buy Low Price and below the 
Buy High Price.  These cells will be “Green” to signify it is a good time to consider making a 
purchase.  You can enter this cell value in your brokerage account for a limit order. 

7. Trending Green (wks) - This provides you with the number of weeks a particular stock has been 
between the Buy Price ranges.  The float provided is a default for all stocks, but the float is 
increased for stocks that have a Spike Ratio of 2.0.  This small Buy Now range could be jumped 
over because of the data being measured is once every 7-days.  Yes, the cell could have N/A in it 
and not catch anything.  This active trader tool is suggestive and is not intended to be an absolute 
tool.  For this reason, you should consider entering the Buy High or Low Price as a Limit Orders in 
your Brokerage Account. 

8. Spike Ratio – this is an indicator of stocks with a hyperbolic gain that typically has an associate 
quick drop off.  If you own a stock that grows to a Spike Ratio of 2, I suggest you sell near the high 
and take your quick gain.  I would suggest that you not purchase the dip of a stock with a Spike 
Ratio of 2 because a repeat growth back to the previous high is not based on performance but 
popularity and speculation.  

9. Dip Floor Price - the price provided will be one of two prices.  One is the lowest price in the range 
of measured prices.  The second is a dip price below the 52-Week High.  The second dip price is 
typically something that can’t be measured or suggested by traditional trading tools. 

10. Rebound Factor (RF) % - this is exactly what you think it is.  This is the ratio of maximum past 
(June of previous year) to present price divided by the measured range divided by the lowest past 
(December 31st of previous year) to present price which is called the RF.  The RF is then 
converted to a percentage. This value is always positive. 

11. Now Factor (NF) % - This is the positive replacement for the 52-Week Change%.  Who cares how 
much the price has dropped from the high price.  This is the wrong thing to measure. This is the 
ratio of maximum past (June of previous year) to present price divided by the Now Stock Price 
which is called the NF.  The NF is then converted to a percentage.  The real thing to measure is 
the growing Exponential Rebound as the price drops further and further.  If a stock has a 52-Week 
Change% of -50% or -75%, the corresponding Now Potential Rebound 100% or 300%, 
respectively.  You say to yourself, wow.  The Now Potential Rebound of 100% or 300% would be 
a multiple of 2 or 4. If you invested $32,000 and achieved a multiple of 2 or 4 your investment 
dollars would be $64,000 or 128,000, respectively.  The growth of the security has a 1 to 1 
relationship with total investment made in a company. 

12. Bounce Factor (BF) % - the percentage provided can be Zero for two situations.  One is when 
price is at the absolute lowest price for the price range.  The second is when price sets lower or a 
new lower prices.  The default calculated percentage when not Zero is the ratio of the Now Stock 
Price divided by Dip Floor Price which is called the BF.  The BF is then converted to a percentage. 
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Big Bank Boss Triple Point Reference Frame 
 
The discrete measurements of 52-Week High Change % and 52-Week Low Change % are at best an 
apples and oranges comparison and not entirely useful.  For this exact reason, I created the Big Bank 
Boss Triple equations.  The Big Bank Boss Triple equations output are positive numbers. The ratios 
can easily be converted to percentages.  Now you have an apple-to-apple comparison with real-time 
growth potential.  The output results define the now stock price in a triple reference box of the 
Rebound Factor (RF), Now Factor (NF) and Bounce Factor (BF). 
 
These formulas are very useful whenever the Stock Market goes thru a crisis or market correction.  
The Bounce Factor (BF) is identical to the 52-Week Low Change which represents the percentage 
above the Dip Floor Price.  The Rebound Factor (RF) defines the maximum potential range for a 
stock based on past performance.  The values of NF and BF in themselves do not provide a holistic 
picture.  It is very important to add in the crucial component of trending upward or downward.  If the 
trend of the price is downward the NF increases and the BF decreases.  
 
There is no way to predict when future stock prices will trend upward, but I provide a weekly Big Bank 
Boss Newsletter that shows the weekly price trend charts with a “Yellow” cell to indicate a new low 
indicator and a “White” font cell to indicate a trending up from the Dip Floor Price. 
 

Figure 1. Big Bank Boss Triple Point for RIG as of Jan. 29, 2021 

` 

Big Bank Boss Triple Point Equations 
 
These three equations are always positive and make it easy to convert to percentages.  Also, a 
unique thing about these ratios is an equation can be formed to solve for one unknown. This equation 
can be the building block for a program to monitor stock price movement.  The 52-Week Range for 
RIG is converted below. 
 

 

 

   Rebound Factor (RF) = (52 − Week High)/(52 − Week Low)    (RF) % = �(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅) − 1� 𝑋𝑋 100  
                                         = (5.24/0.65) = 8.06       = �(8.06) − 1� 𝑋𝑋 100 = 706% 

         Now Factor (NF) = (52 −𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ)/(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊)     (NF) % = �(𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅) − 1� 𝑋𝑋 100 
                                      = (5.24/3.36) = 1.56       = �(1.56) − 1� 𝑋𝑋 100 = 56% 

     Bounce Factor (BF) = (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊)/(52 −𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝐿𝐿𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁)     (BF) % = �(𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅) − 1� 𝑋𝑋 100 
                                         = (3.36/0.65) = 5.17         = �(5.17) − 1� 𝑋𝑋 100 = 417% 

The three Big Bank Boss Triple Point equations are linked in the single equation shown below. This 
equation only works for values are ratios, so you can’t use this formula when the values are 
percentages. 

𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅/𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅 
Substitution: 

RF = 8.06 and BF = 5.17 
NF = 8.06 / 5.17 = 1.56 

 
 

Now Price    3.36 

H 5.24 

L 0.65 

Bounce Factor (BF) 

Rebound Factor (RF) = 

Now Factor (NF) = 
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1. This trending bar chart informs the investor of the Top 4 or 5 growth securities each week.  
The names will change for the first couple of weeks, but the names should stabilize.  No picks 
should be made with this bar chart alone.  

 
Table 1. Actual Bubble Up Stock Trends after 3 weeks 

 
 

2. The below table provides the benchmark securities with the highest average growth rate over 
several years.  These are the stocks you should consider as security picks from the trending 
bar chart.  This below table shows you the volatility of growth rates from year to year.  This is 
provided to help shape your expectations of future growth rates.  All active investors have to 
live with the up and down growth rates from year to year, but the sum of it all is a positive 
cumulative growth rate.  

 
Table 2. Potential Stock Picks for January 2024 w/ Year-To-Date 

Performances from 2023 - 2018    Return 
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3. Now that you have a wholistic basis for your securities pick, you can now purchase your 
security when the trending now indicator is “Green”.  The trending “Green” indicator is active at 
growth rates up to ~ 30% Growth Rate YTD, so if you want to purchase a security later in the 
growth curve that is entirely up to you.  This Bubble Up Trending “Green” table is entire driven 
by the stock market saying, “Buy Low and Sell High.”  All of the charts are provided to give the 
active investor real-time indicators to make stock market potential decision.  

 
Table 3. Highest Bubble Up Performing Stocks (as of 1-19-24)    Return 
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Table 4. Stocks Year to Date (YTD) Growth Rates (as of 1-19-24)  Return 
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How to work the three data sets to build a knowledgeable purchasing decision: 
1. This trending bar chart informs the investor of the Top 4 or 5 growth securities each week.  The 

names will change for the first couple of weeks, but the names should stabilize.  No picks should 
be made with this bar chart alone.  

 
Table 5. Actual Bubble Up Crypto Trends after 3 weeks 

 
 

2. The below table provides the benchmark securities with the highest average growth rate over several 
years.  These are the stocks you should consider as security picks from the trending bar chart.  This below 
table shows you the volatility of growth rates from year to year.  This is provided to help shape your 
expectations of future growth rates.  All active investors have to live with the up and down growth rates 
from year to year, but the sum of it all is a positive cumulative growth rate.  

Table 6. Potential Crypto Picks for January 2024 w Year-To-Date 
Performances from 2023 - 2018    Return 
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3. Now that you have a wholistic basis for your securities pick, you can now purchase your security 
when the trending now indicator is “Green”.  The trending “Green” indicator is active at growth 
rates up to ~ 30% Growth Rate YTD, so if you want to purchase a security later in the growth 
curve that is entirely up to you. This Bubble Up Trending “Green” table is entire driven by the 
stock market saying, “Buy Low and Sell High.”  All of the charts are provided to give the active 
investor real-time indicators to make stock market potential decision.  

 

Table 7. Highest Bubble Up Performing Cryptocurrencies (as of 1-19-24)  Return 

 

 

 

 

Table 8. Cryptocurrency (YTD) Growth Rates (as of 1-19-24)    Return 
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How to work the three data sets to build a knowledgeable purchasing decision: 
1. This trending bar chart informs the investor of the Top 4 or 5 growth securities each week.  The 

names will change for the first couple of weeks, but the names should stabilize.  No picks should 
be made with this bar chart alone.  

 
Table 9. Actual Bubble Up Mutual Funds Trends after 3 weeks 

 
 

2. The below table provides the benchmark securities with the highest average growth rate over 
several years.  These are the stocks you should consider as security picks from the trending bar 
chart.  This below table shows you the volatility of growth rates from year to year.  This is 
provided to help shape your expectations of future growth rates.  All active investors have to live 
with the up and down growth rates from year to year, but the sum of it all is a positive cumulative 
growth rate.  

 
Table 10. Potential Mutual Funds Picks for January 2024 w Year-To-Date 

Performances from 2023 - 2018    Return 
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3. Now that you have a wholistic basis for your securities pick, you can now purchase your security 
when the trending now indicator is “Green”.  The trending “Green” indicator is active at growth 
rates up to ~ 30% Growth Rate YTD, so if you want to purchase a security later in the growth 
curve that is entirely up to you. This Bubble Up Trending “Green” table is entire driven by the 
stock market saying, “Buy Low and Sell High.”  All of the charts are provided to give the active 
investor real-time indicators to make stock market potential decision.  

 
Table 11. Highest Bubble Up Performing Mutual Fund (as of 1-19-24)    Return 

 

 

 

Table 12. Mutual Fund (YTD) Growth Rates (as of 1-19-24)    Return 
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Purchase or Not Purchase   Return 

Before you decide to purchase, you must assure yourself that you are purchasing a stock that is popular 
now, services or product is in great demand, beating up on the little guys in the same business, and they 
set the industry standard in their business area.  This company attributes can be confirmed by customer 
growth, new acquisitions to grow business, increasing quarterly profit and you hear positive news related 
to their business.  It is suggested to make purchases in a dip in the price trend to increase the overall 
YTD performance.  It is suggested that you make multiple investments in the companies you own 
throughout the year.  This strategy will help you own a better yearly average ownership that will 
ultimately improve your growth rate of return. 

Microsoft makes Citigroup’s list of top 20 large-cap stocks 
Dan Weil wrote this article for The Street on Saturday, January 17, 2024.  
The stock market soared last year, with the S&P 500 jumping 24%. 
The market has moved little so far this year, leaving the S&P 500 forward price-earnings ratio at 19.5, as 
of last Friday, according to FactSet. That puts the ratio above its five-year average of 18.9 and its 10-
year average of 17.6. 
Those numbers offer a solid argument for stocks being overvalued. But some say that adjusted for the 
current high interest rates, stocks aren’t overvalued at all. So what’s an equity investor to do? 
Valuations for the young and the old 
If you’re young, it doesn’t really matter when you invest in stocks, as long as you do invest. If you 
invested in the S&P 500 on Oct. 16 just before the market crashed 20% in day, that investment has 
since skyrocketed by almost 17 times before dividends. 
To be sure, if you’re older, valuation matters more.  That’s because you won’t have as much time for the 
market to rebound from declines before you need to take money out of your portfolio.  And while bear 
markets rarely last more than two years, there have been exceptions – such as 1929 to 1954 and 1966 
to 1982. 
In any case, there are almost always individual stocks that are on sale, trading below analysts’ valuation 
estimates.  Using valuations as one of its factors, Citigroup has formulated a list of its top 20 large-cap 
stocks for 2024. Citi used bottom-up, fundamental analysis in choosing the winners.  “We consider 
growth prospects relative to the valuation set up, health of the balance sheet,” the bank said in a 
report, according to Seeking Alpha. “We look for operating leverage with a resultant impact on 
profitability.” 
Terrific 20-pack of stocks 
Here are the Citi top 20, in alphabetical order, with comments from Morningstar analysts about four of 
your favorites. 
 
1. Amazon (AMZN); 2.  Applied Materials (AMAT); 3.  Bank of New York Mellon (BK); 4.  Constellation  
Brands (STZ); 5.  CRH (CRH); 6.  Deere (DE); 7.  Edison International (EIX); 8.  HCA Healthcare (HCA); 
9.  Intuitive Surgical (ISRG); 10.  Lockheed Martin Corp. (LMT); 11.  LPL Financial Holdings (LPLA); 12.  
Merck (MRK); 13.  Microsoft (MSFT); 14.  Prologis Inc. (PLD); 15.  Quanta Services (PWR); 16.  
Rockwell Automation (ROK); 17.  Schlumberger (SLB); 18.  T-Mobile (TMUS); 19.  Union Pacific (UNP); 
20.  Walmart (WMT) 
 
Read the entire article at The Street: https://www.thestreet.com/investing/stocks/microsoft-citigroup-
favorite-large-stocks   

Overall comments for the week   Return  

The count for trending “Green” for the securities were stocks (14 out of 68), cryptocurrencies (1 out of 
14), and mutual funds (2 out of 20).    
The Weekly Winners were Super Micro Computer (SMIC), AMD Computer Chips (AMD), Applied 
Material – Semiconductor (AMAT), Broadcom Inc. – Semiconductor (AVGO), and Cadence Design 
System – System (CDNS) with gains of 24.4%, 18.9%, 11%, 9.3%, 8.8%, and 9%, respectively. 
The Weekly Losers were Canoo Inc. – Electric Auto (GOEV), Virgin Galactic – Space Transport (SPCE-
add), Humana Inc. – Healthcare (HUM), Schrodinger – Healthcare (SDGR), and Express – Clothing 
Retail (EXPR-meme) with losses of -19%, -9%, -8%, -7%, and -7%, respectively. 
I continue to recommend that you do not purchase stocks within days before the quarterly report is 
posted.  It is best to let the market absorb the news good or bad news.  If the price drops, you get to 
purchase the stock at a discount instead of getting hit with an instant -20% loss or greater that will take 
weeks or months or a year to get back to even.   
 

https://www.thestreet.com/investing/stocks/microsoft-citigroup-favorite-large-stocks
https://www.thestreet.com/investing/stocks/microsoft-citigroup-favorite-large-stocks
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Most Popular Stocks with Upcoming Quarterly Reports (+/- a week posting date) Return 

 
 

Big Bank Boss Newsletter Website: http://hyperstockgrowth.com/boss-newsletters/ 
 
Next weekly Newsletter will be posted Sunday, February 28, 2024         Return 
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